Abstract--In this note, we prove the well posedness for a Cauchy-Dirichlet problem in the class W 1'2, for every p between 1 and co.
INTRODUCTION
Let Z; be a linear parabolic operator of the form, where f c LP(QT), 1 < p < oo. The coefficients aij(x) are discontinuous; precisely, they are in the space VMO defined by Sarason [1] , symmetric and also uniformly elliptic, i.e.,
~-~_l:<~l~12_~j(~)¢~¢j_(,-I~l 2, v~cR n, a.e.x~QT.
Let us assume that the coefficients bi and c belong to suitable Lebesgue spaces. The literature about Cauchy-Dirichlet problem is very wide, we recall for instance the study by Campanato [2] , Guglielmino [3] , the papers by Gagliardo [4, 5] , the book by Lady2enskaya and Ural'ceva [6] .
With different methods than that one used by Lady2enskaya and Ural'ceva, Gagliardo proved the existence and the uniqueness of the solution of Cauehy Dirichlet problem in [4] . In this paper, Gagliardo begins to study the regularity problem of the solutions, and interesting developments have been achieved in the study of this problem in the note [5] .
A few years later, Arena with different hypotheses for the coefficients than those by Guglielmino in [7, 8] studied the well posedness of the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem proving theorems of existence and uniqueness for solutions u C H 2'1 (QT).
In the present note, the author considers a Cauchy-Diriehlet problem related to nondivergenee form parabolic equation with discontinuous coefficients and proves the existence, uniqueness, and regularity of the solution. This problem is inspired by the study made by Bramanti and Cerutti [9] . We point out that our fundamental tools are some properties related to the products of the terms bi and c with u and its derivatives. The technique used to obtain these results is based on dividing the cylinder QT in sections and obtaining the requested estimates in each part of the subdivision. 
SOME DEFINITIONS

~0
We will refer to w(cr) as the AC modulus of lh[.
We intend consider W2p,I(QT) as the space of functions u(x, t) with p-summability in QT such that the derivative with respect to t belongs to LP(QT) and as functions of t with values in LP(f~), belong to LP(O, T, W2(a)).
Let us assume in W2'I(QT) as a norm the quantity,
II~llw~,l(Q~) --~ +
IO%[ 2 dxdt
T a=l
Let us define Wo,p(QT) to be the closure in the W~,I(QT) norm of the space C={¢eC ~(QT):¢=0, fort=0, orx•0a}.
We are interested in the following Cauchy-Dirichlet problem,
• Wo,, (Qr), associated with a nondivergence form parabolic equation.
PRELIMINARY LEMMA AND MAIN RESULTS
In the sequel, we need the next result and we refer the readers to [12] for the proof of the lemma. 
Ifp < n+2, we set p = 
p-p 2
If p < n + 2/2, we assume p = np/(n -2p + 20), max(0, (2p -n)/2) < 0 < min(1,p). PROOF. To prove some of the following inequalities it is useful to consider Lemma 3.1. Let p > n+ 2. Then,
Q~oT (ffllbiDitlP dx) dr) 1/p = iBDuB]L~(QT)i[biBBLv(QT) • I/p
Let p > (n+ 2)/2. 
1/p
luIP dx) I/P]P • [(f IciPY dx) I/pY]P , JlT [~l~lP dxJP/P • [(/fllclPY dx) I/pYlP dt.
Let p = (n + 2)/2. We obtain with y = p/(p -p); then 
So T (~ IculP dx) dt <_
LP(QT)
Therefore, we obtain
liU['w~'~(QT) <-C { H£u''L~(QT) + ~bi Di ui =l LP(QT) "}-HCUtiLP(QT)} ~--C { N£'UHLP(QT) q-~ NbiDiUHLp(QT) q-llCUNLp(QT) }
Let us define then Q(L) = {(x,t) E QT: Ib~ (~,t)l >_ L}, Using Lemma 3.2 and Sobolev inequality, we obtain
where the constant c depends on the Soboiev constant. It is also known that Hence, we obtain
Q tbil p [Diu[ p dxdt <_ L (e IlUlIW~,I(QT)-t-e(e)II~[ILp(Q~)) ÷ IIb~IILt,~<Q<L)> " II~IIw~,I<QT>. T
In the following, we will have to estimate the last term of the above inequality. We have that
Moreover, using HSlder inequality
[bi(x,t)] t dz) 1/t dt ~ (l~l)l-(l/t)" (LT (If Ibi(x,t)lt dx)(1/t)'gdt)(1/t~ • (~oT dt) l-(1/t-) = (lal)l-(1/t).llbillL~,r(c2r)Tt-(1/t~.
From inequality (3.6) and the last one, we obtain 1
IQ (L)l <-Z ([fll)l-(t/t) " llb~llL~,~(e~)
Let L be large enough and let us assume 1
= ~ ., ,. ,, ,,(lal)l-O/t)' llb~llL~.qQ)T~-(1/t~.
We know (see [13] ) that iff C LP'm(Q) Ve > 0 ~a > 0:VE subset of Q : IE I < where E(t) is a section of E at level t. Then, if we choose f(x, t) = bi(x,t), we have
IlbillLt,~(Q(L)) < e
and the requested inequality is obtained.
Let us now consider IlcUlIL~(Q~).
We have that then from (3.6) on, similar arguments allows us to get to the conclusion. 
As proved in [14, Theorem 4.4] , it is possible to find a subsequence of {al~ )} and we call it r (k) again laij }, such that it converges a.e. in R n+l to a function aij satisfying the above hypothesis of aij. The existence will follow by a standard approximation argument using smooth coefficients.
